We propose a free-resolution probability distributions map (FRPDM) and an FRPDM-based precise vehicle localization method using 3D light detection and ranging (LIDAR). An FRPDM is generated by Gaussian mixture modeling, based on road markings and vertical structure point cloud. Unlike single resolution or multi-resolution probability distribution maps, in the case of the FRPDM, the resolution is not fixed and the object can be represented by various sizes of probability distributions. Thus, the shape of the object can be represented efficiently. Therefore, the map size is very small (61 KB/km) because the object is effectively represented by a small number of probability distributions. Based on the generated FRPDM, point-to-probability distribution scan matching and feature-point matching were performed to obtain the measurements, and the position and heading of the vehicle were derived using an extended Kalman filter-based navigation filter. The experimental area is the Gangnam area of Seoul, South Korea, which has many buildings around the road. The root mean square (RMS) position errors for the lateral and longitudinal directions were 0.057 m and 0.178 m, respectively, and the RMS heading error was 0.281 • .
Introduction
Precise vehicle localization must be performed for autonomous driving, wherein a localization accuracy of less than 0.5 m in the lateral direction [1] and less than 1 m in the longitudinal direction is generally required for a 95% confidence level. A global navigation satellite system (GNSS), such as the global positioning system (GPS) used for vehicle localization, utilizes the satellite's outgoing radio waves to determine the position. However, in an environment with many buildings, such as an urban area, only a small number of satellite radio waves are received because many waves are blocked. Because of the multipath error caused by reflection of radio waves by the buildings, the above conditions cannot be met, even with precision navigation equipment such as a GPS real-time kinematic (RTK).
To solve this problem, many studies are being conducted to generate a map using various sensors and to match it with the sensor data to perform vehicle localization. Especially, 3D light detection and ranging (LIDAR) is widely used because it provides precise distance and intensity information using a 3D point cloud. 3D-LIDAR-based maps largely include point cloud maps, line maps, landmark maps, grid maps, and probability distribution maps.
A point cloud map [2, 3] is a map that accumulates the scanned LIDAR point cloud and uses the LIDAR scan data as they are, enabling precise position estimation. However, because it stores a large amount of data, it requires a very large map size and takes a long time to process.
Ulaş proposed a scan matching technique using multi-resolution ML-NDT by setting multiple grid resolutions. For the ML-NDT, the problem of the convergence speed and matching performance determined according to the grid size in the existing NDT scan matching was resolved by generating the probability distributions of grids of various resolutions and performing scan matching sequentially from the largest grid resolution. However, the processing speed is less because scan matching is required for each grid resolution. Because the probability distribution is stored for each grid resolution, the map size is large as well.
In contrast, the FRPDM divides the extracted point cloud by object without any resolution and converts it into probability distributions through GMM. Because multiple probability distributions can be generated for each object, the shape of the object can be represented effectively in the probability distribution of various sizes. Figure 1 shows a comparison of the PDM generation results, where panel (a) is the 3D LIDAR point cloud and panels (b) and (c) show the results of generating a single resolution PDM with grid resolutions of 2 m and 1 m, respectively. As shown in this figure, panel (b) does not properly express the form of road markings. In contrast, panel (c) is almost the same as the road markings. However, because there are a large number of probability distributions, the map size increases. In contrast, panel (d) , which is generated by the FRPDM, effectively expresses the form of road markings with a small number of probability distributions. In addition, unlike the existing single resolution PDM, the FRPDM involves probability distributions of various resolutions, enabling fast and precise map matching with one scan matching.
Sensors 2020, 20, 1220 3 of 29 resolved by generating the probability distributions of grids of various resolutions and performing scan matching sequentially from the largest grid resolution. However, the processing speed is less because scan matching is required for each grid resolution. Because the probability distribution is stored for each grid resolution, the map size is large as well.
In contrast, the FRPDM divides the extracted point cloud by object without any resolution and converts it into probability distributions through GMM. Because multiple probability distributions can be generated for each object, the shape of the object can be represented effectively in the probability distribution of various sizes. Figure 1 shows a comparison of the PDM generation results, where panel (a) is the 3D LIDAR point cloud and panels (b) and (c) show the results of generating a single resolution PDM with grid resolutions of 2 m and 1 m, respectively. As shown in this figure, panel (b) does not properly express the form of road markings. In contrast, panel (c) is almost the same as the road markings. However, because there are a large number of probability distributions, the map size increases. In contrast, panel (d) , which is generated by the FRPDM, effectively expresses the form of road markings with a small number of probability distributions. In addition, unlike the existing single resolution PDM, the FRPDM involves probability distributions of various resolutions, enabling fast and precise map matching with one scan matching. In addition, road markings and vertical structures were extracted from the LIDAR point cloud to generate the FRPDM. Road markings are always present on the road. Therefore, they are mainly used as the information for vehicle localization. In addition, in urban areas, there are many vertical structures around the roads. A vertical structure refers to a structure built vertically on the ground, such as a building or a traffic sign, around the road. This factor causes a GNSS error but can also be used as information for localization. When localization is performed using road markings, it can be used in most cases because road markings always exist on the road. Because they are placed on the road precisely, precise vehicle localization can be performed. However, if there are many obstacles on the road, localization performance is reduced because there are few road-marking points that can be extracted. In the case of a large position error, it is difficult to perform data association. In contrast, vertical structures are less distributed around roads than road markings. Because the outer wall is long, it is easy to perform data association. Even if a large position error occurs, it is easy to correct the error. However, because of the small distribution, it is difficult to derive a precise localization In addition, road markings and vertical structures were extracted from the LIDAR point cloud to generate the FRPDM. Road markings are always present on the road. Therefore, they are mainly used as the information for vehicle localization. In addition, in urban areas, there are many vertical structures around the roads. A vertical structure refers to a structure built vertically on the ground, such as a building or a traffic sign, around the road. This factor causes a GNSS error but can also be used as information for localization. When localization is performed using road markings, it can be used in most cases because road markings always exist on the road. Because they are placed on the road precisely, precise vehicle localization can be performed. However, if there are many obstacles on the road, localization performance is reduced because there are few road-marking points that can be extracted. In the case of a large position error, it is difficult to perform data association. In contrast, vertical structures are less distributed around roads than road markings. Because the outer wall is long, it is easy to perform data association. Even if a large position error occurs, it is easy to correct the error. However, because of the small distribution, it is difficult to derive a precise localization performance. Therefore, if road markings and vertical structures are used at the same time, their advantages are combined to offset their disadvantages, and to obtain a very precise vehicle localization result. Figure 2 shows the process of vehicle localization. As shown in Figure 2 , we conducted error correction of the initial vehicle position and heading. When error correction was completed, we performed a time update step using the position and heading increment from the GPS/dead reckoning (DR). Finally, we obtained measurements from map matching, and the position and heading were estimated using the navigation filter with measurements.
Sensors 2020, 20, 1220 4 of 29 performance. Therefore, if road markings and vertical structures are used at the same time, their advantages are combined to offset their disadvantages, and to obtain a very precise vehicle localization result. Figure 2 shows the process of vehicle localization. As shown in Figure 2 , we conducted error correction of the initial vehicle position and heading. When error correction was completed, we performed a time update step using the position and heading increment from the GPS/dead reckoning (DR). Finally, we obtained measurements from map matching, and the position and heading were estimated using the navigation filter with measurements. The contributions of this study are as follows:
1. Proposal of a new type of map generation technique called the FRPDM, 2. Proposal of the precise vehicle localization method in urban areas based on the FRPDM map.
The proposed FRPDM has the following advantages:
• We generate an easily available map in urban areas using road markings and vertical structures, •
We generate a map with a very small size (61 KB/km), • Automatic map generation is performed through algorithm execution without manual work, •
We satisfy the localization accuracy requirements for autonomous vehicle driving, •
We perform fast map matching (average 37 ms, CPU only), • Even if the initial position error is large, error correction is possible.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes how to generate the FRPDM, and Section 3 explains the FRPDM-based precise vehicle localization method. Section 4 analyzes the FRPDMbased vehicle localization performance through experimental results, and Section 5 concludes this study.
Method of Free-Resolution Probability Distributions Map (FRPDM) Generation
In this section, we explain how to generate the FRPDM. The FRPDM is a map that extracts road markings and vertical structures from the 3D LIDAR point cloud and stores the probability distributions converted through the GMM. Unlike conventional single resolution or multi-resolution The contributions of this study are as follows:
1.
Proposal of a new type of map generation technique called the FRPDM, 2.
Proposal of the precise vehicle localization method in urban areas based on the FRPDM map.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes how to generate the FRPDM, and Section 3 explains the FRPDM-based precise vehicle localization method. Section 4 analyzes the FRPDM-based vehicle localization performance through experimental results, and Section 5 concludes this study.
Method of Free-Resolution Probability Distributions Map (FRPDM) Generation
In this section, we explain how to generate the FRPDM. The FRPDM is a map that extracts road markings and vertical structures from the 3D LIDAR point cloud and stores the probability Sensors 2020, 20, 1220 5 of 30 distributions converted through the GMM. Unlike conventional single resolution or multi-resolution maps, the FRPDM has no fixed resolution, and the probability distribution depends on the size of the object. In addition, one object can be represented by multiple probability distributions using the GMM. Therefore, even a complex object can be represented by multiple probability distributions. This allows us to generate a map that efficiently represents the object form with a small map size. Figure 3 shows a flowchart of the FRPDM generation process. As shown in this figure, the FRPDM is generated through three processes: generating the pose graph optimization based on precise map trajectory [20] [21] [22] , extracting the road-marking/vertical structure point clouds [6] , and generating the GMM based on the probability distribution map. The detailed FRPDM generation method is described below.
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Precise Map Trajectory Generation Based on the Pose Graph Optimization
A precise map trajectory derivation is essential for vehicle localization using a map. Generally, an expensive GPS (RTK)/inertial navigation system (INS) is used to derive a trajectory for the mobile mapping system (MMS) [23, 24] . However, when there are many buildings around, such as in urban areas, errors occur because of multipath even when expensive equipment is used. Figure 4 shows the map trajectory of an urban area for the FRPDM generation. As shown in this figure, buildings are concentrated in all sections. Therefore, inconsistency occurs in the map trajectory because of multipath error, thus negatively impacting the reliability of the generated map. To solve this problem, we performed pose graph optimization. GPS (RTK)/INS equipment (NovAtel RTK/SPAN system) was used for the initial trajectory for pose graph optimization. The edge measurements for graph generation were used to obtain the relative position and posture between the trajectory nodes, derived by the ICP scan matching based on the point cloud scanned with 3D LIDAR. Figure 5 shows the result of pose graph optimization. On the left are road-marking maps [11] , generated based on trajectories derived by the GPS (RTK)/INS and the pose graph optimization, respectively. On the right is the result of each trajectory. While the road markings generated by the GPS (RTK)/INS trajectory are inconsistent with each other, the road markings generated by the pose graph optimization match each other. In this study, we generated the FRPDM based on the trajectory derived from the pose graph optimization and used it as the ground truth for analyzing the position estimation performance. 
A precise map trajectory derivation is essential for vehicle localization using a map. Generally, an expensive GPS (RTK)/inertial navigation system (INS) is used to derive a trajectory for the mobile mapping system (MMS) [23, 24] . However, when there are many buildings around, such as in urban areas, errors occur because of multipath even when expensive equipment is used. Figure 4 shows the map trajectory of an urban area for the FRPDM generation. As shown in this figure, buildings are concentrated in all sections. Therefore, inconsistency occurs in the map trajectory because of multipath error, thus negatively impacting the reliability of the generated map. To solve this problem, we performed pose graph optimization. GPS (RTK)/INS equipment (NovAtel RTK/SPAN system) was used for the initial trajectory for pose graph optimization. The edge measurements for graph generation were used to obtain the relative position and posture between the trajectory nodes, derived by the ICP scan matching based on the point cloud scanned with 3D LIDAR. Figure 5 shows the result of pose graph optimization. On the left are road-marking maps [11] , generated based on trajectories derived by the GPS (RTK)/INS and the pose graph optimization, respectively. On the right is the result of each trajectory. While the road markings generated by the GPS (RTK)/INS trajectory are inconsistent with each other, the road markings generated by the pose graph optimization match each other. In this study, we generated the FRPDM based on the trajectory Sensors 2020, 20, 1220 6 of 30 derived from the pose graph optimization and used it as the ground truth for analyzing the position estimation performance.
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Extraction of Road Markings and Vertical Structures
To generate a probability distribution map using the LIDAR point clouds, point cloud extraction is required to generate probability distributions. In this study, we extracted the point clouds of the road markings and vertical structures to generate a probability distribution map. Road markings were painted on the road using bright paint to make them stand out from the surrounding asphalt. Consequently, the road markings could be distinguished from the asphalt using the intensity differences. The vertical structures mainly comprise buildings and traffic signs in the form of lines, so they can be separated by the line extraction algorithm. The detailed description is as follows.
Road-Marking Extraction
For road-marking extraction, it is necessary to first select the point clouds on only the road. For this study, only the point clouds on the road were extracted using the height filter [25] . To use the height filter, only the point clouds below a certain height were selected for each LIDAR layer. The height differences between the consecutive points among the selected point clouds were compared to distinguish the point clouds with the greatest height difference and extract the point clouds that 
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For road-marking extraction, it is necessary to first select the point clouds on only the road. For this study, only the point clouds on the road were extracted using the height filter [25] . To use the height filter, only the point clouds below a certain height were selected for each LIDAR layer. The height differences between the consecutive points among the selected point clouds were compared 
Extraction of Road Markings and Vertical Structures
Road-Marking Extraction
For road-marking extraction, it is necessary to first select the point clouds on only the road. For this study, only the point clouds on the road were extracted using the height filter [25] . To use the height filter, only the point clouds below a certain height were selected for each LIDAR layer. The height differences between the consecutive points among the selected point clouds were compared to distinguish the point clouds with the greatest height difference and extract the point clouds that were the lowest. Through this process, the dynamic objects on the road surface were removed, and only the road point clouds were extracted. Figure 6 shows the result of road point cloud extraction through the height filter. The red point clouds are the extraction results, and the blue point clouds are the other point clouds. As shown in this figure, only the road surface is extracted and the surrounding dynamic objects are removed.
Sensors 2020, 20, 1220 7 of 29 were the lowest. Through this process, the dynamic objects on the road surface were removed, and only the road point clouds were extracted. Figure 6 shows the result of road point cloud extraction through the height filter. The red point clouds are the extraction results, and the blue point clouds are the other point clouds. As shown in this figure, only the road surface is extracted and the surrounding dynamic objects are removed. To extract the road markings from the extracted road point clouds, the binarization process using LIDAR intensity was required. For this purpose, we used the Otsu thresholding method [26] . This method finds the optimal threshold by using the brightness distribution of the image pixels. It is possible to find the optimal threshold with this method even if the intensity level changes. Figure 7 shows the result of road-marking extraction. As shown in this figure, only the roadmarking points were extracted apart from the asphalt. All road-marking point clouds extracted for the FRPDM generation were accumulated and stored. 
Vertical Structure Extraction
To extract the vertical structure, we performed line fitting for each LIDAR layer using the iterative-end-point-fit (IEPF) algorithm [27] . The IEPF algorithm performs clustering by comparing the distance between the points and fitting the clustered points to a line through the split-merge process. Compared with several line fitting algorithms, this method exhibits high processing speed To extract the road markings from the extracted road point clouds, the binarization process using LIDAR intensity was required. For this purpose, we used the Otsu thresholding method [26] . This method finds the optimal threshold by using the brightness distribution of the image pixels. It is possible to find the optimal threshold with this method even if the intensity level changes. Figure 7 shows the result of road-marking extraction. As shown in this figure, only the road-marking points were extracted apart from the asphalt. All road-marking point clouds extracted for the FRPDM generation were accumulated and stored.
To extract the vertical structure, we performed line fitting for each LIDAR layer using the iterative-end-point-fit (IEPF) algorithm [27] . The IEPF algorithm performs clustering by comparing the distance between the points and fitting the clustered points to a line through the split-merge process. Compared with several line fitting algorithms, this method exhibits high processing speed 
To extract the vertical structure, we performed line fitting for each LIDAR layer using the iterative-end-point-fit (IEPF) algorithm [27] . The IEPF algorithm performs clustering by comparing the distance between the points and fitting the clustered points to a line through the split-merge process. Compared with several line fitting algorithms, this method exhibits high processing speed and suitable accuracy [28] . Figure 8 shows the result of line fitting using the IEPF algorithm. IEPF was performed by extracting the point clouds above a certain height for line extraction. All the point clouds were fitted into the lines. However, as shown in this figure, there are not only the vertical structures, but also outliers such as roadside trees. Therefore, an outlier removal process was required.
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into the lines. However, as shown in this figure, there are not only the vertical structures, but also outliers such as roadside trees. Therefore, an outlier removal process was required. Figure 9 shows the pseudocode of the outlier removal algorithm. Outlier removal was performed using the variance of the line and the length of the line. The variance of the line denotes the distances between the lines and the points. First, for outlier removal, the lines fitted for each layer were combined through the clustering process. Then, the outliers were removed by selecting only the lines satisfying the conditions, using the variance of the line and the line length. Figure 10 shows the result of the vertical structure line extraction. Blue circles denote outliers, and the vertical structures extracted are indicated as red dots. As shown in this figure, the outliers were removed, and only the vertical structures were extracted.
The extracted road markings and vertical structures were accumulated according to the map trajectory nodes, as shown in Figure 11 . The probability distribution map was generated using all the accumulated point clouds. Figure 9 shows the pseudocode of the outlier removal algorithm. Outlier removal was performed using the variance of the line and the length of the line. The variance of the line denotes the distances between the lines and the points. First, for outlier removal, the lines fitted for each layer were combined through the clustering process. Then, the outliers were removed by selecting only the lines satisfying the conditions, using the variance of the line and the line length.
The extracted road markings and vertical structures were accumulated according to the map trajectory nodes, as shown in Figure 11 . The probability distribution map was generated using all the accumulated point clouds. 
Gaussian Mixture Modeling (GMM)-Based FRPDM Generation
To generate the FRPDM using the road-marking and vertical structure point clouds extracted in Section 2.2, the point cloud must be converted into probability distributions. The conversion of the point clouds into probability distributions comprises four steps: eliminating the outlier points using the occupancy grid filter, clustering the point clouds through object clustering, generating probability distributions using the GMM, and removing overlapped probability distributions.
Although outliers were removed when the road-marking and vertical structure point clouds were extracted, as stated in Section 2.2, a small number of outliers may still need to be extracted. To eliminate these, we used an occupancy grid filter [29] . The occupancy grid filter removes the point clouds with low probability from the grid. This is done by dividing the point clouds into grids of a certain size and calculating the occupancy probability per grid. Generally, because only a few outlier points tend to be extracted, the occupancy probability is calculated to be low. Therefore, they can be removed by the occupancy grid filter. Figure 12 shows the result of the outlier removal using the occupancy grid filter. As shown in this figure, the outliers are removed by the occupancy grid filter because of the low occupancy probability when the occupancy grid is generated. After removing the outliers through the occupancy grid filter, the point clouds are classified via object clustering. The extracted road markings and vertical structures were accumulated according to the map trajectory nodes, as shown in Figure 11 . The probability distribution map was generated using all the accumulated point clouds. 
Although outliers were removed when the road-marking and vertical structure point clouds were extracted, as stated in Section 2.2, a small number of outliers may still need to be extracted. To eliminate these, we used an occupancy grid filter [29] . The occupancy grid filter removes the point clouds with low probability from the grid. This is done by dividing the point clouds into grids of a certain size and calculating the occupancy probability per grid. Generally, because only a few outlier points tend to be extracted, the occupancy probability is calculated to be low. Therefore, they can be removed by the occupancy grid filter. Figure 12 shows the result of the outlier removal using the occupancy grid filter. As shown in this figure, the outliers are removed by the occupancy grid filter because of the low occupancy probability when the occupancy grid is generated. After removing the outliers through the occupancy grid filter, the point clouds are classified via object clustering. 
Although outliers were removed when the road-marking and vertical structure point clouds were extracted, as stated in Section 2.2, a small number of outliers may still need to be extracted. To eliminate these, we used an occupancy grid filter [29] . The occupancy grid filter removes the point clouds with low probability from the grid. This is done by dividing the point clouds into grids of a certain size and calculating the occupancy probability per grid. Generally, because only a few outlier points tend to be extracted, the occupancy probability is calculated to be low. Therefore, they can be removed by the occupancy grid filter. Figure 12 shows the result of the outlier removal using the occupancy grid filter. As shown in this figure, the outliers are removed by the occupancy grid filter because of the low occupancy probability when the occupancy grid is generated. After removing the outliers through the occupancy grid filter, the point clouds are classified via object clustering. Gaussian mixture probability distribution conversion using the GMM was performed in an entire area of the map for representing the whole shape of the object. Because the probability distribution is estimated using the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) method, the processing time exponentially increases when all point clouds are converted at once. Therefore, the processing time can be reduced by classifying the point clouds by object through clustering and performing the GMM for each object. Figure 13 shows the result of object clustering. Clustering was performed using the k-nearest neighbor algorithm. As shown in Figure 13 , the point clouds were classified by object and were converted into the probability distributions through the GMM. A method called the expectationmaximization (EM) algorithm [30] can be applied for the GMM. Figure 14 shows the pseudocode of the EM algorithm for the GMM. Point clouds classified by object clustering and the number of probability distributions are input. First, the K-mean clustering is conducted for the parameter initialization. After the parameter initialization, the expectation-step (E-step) and maximization-step (M-step) are performed repeatedly to derive the parameters of the probability distribution. As shown in this figure, the likelihood estimation is performed by the E-step, and the parameters of the probability distribution are determined by the M-step. Gaussian mixture probability distribution conversion using the GMM was performed in an entire area of the map for representing the whole shape of the object. Because the probability distribution is estimated using the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) method, the processing time exponentially increases when all point clouds are converted at once. Therefore, the processing time can be reduced by classifying the point clouds by object through clustering and performing the GMM for each object. Figure 13 shows the result of object clustering. Clustering was performed using the k-nearest neighbor algorithm. As shown in Figure 13 , the point clouds were classified by object and were converted into the probability distributions through the GMM. A method called the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [30] can be applied for the GMM. Gaussian mixture probability distribution conversion using the GMM was performed in an entire area of the map for representing the whole shape of the object. Because the probability distribution is estimated using the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) method, the processing time exponentially increases when all point clouds are converted at once. Therefore, the processing time can be reduced by classifying the point clouds by object through clustering and performing the GMM for each object. Figure 13 shows the result of object clustering. Clustering was performed using the k-nearest neighbor algorithm. As shown in Figure 13 , the point clouds were classified by object and were converted into the probability distributions through the GMM. A method called the expectationmaximization (EM) algorithm [30] can be applied for the GMM. Figure 14 shows the pseudocode of the EM algorithm for the GMM. Point clouds classified by object clustering and the number of probability distributions are input. First, the K-mean clustering is conducted for the parameter initialization. After the parameter initialization, the expectation-step (E-step) and maximization-step (M-step) are performed repeatedly to derive the parameters of the probability distribution. As shown in this figure, the likelihood estimation is performed by the E-step, and the parameters of the probability distribution are determined by the M-step. Figure 14 shows the pseudocode of the EM algorithm for the GMM. Point clouds classified by object clustering and the number of probability distributions are input. First, the K-mean clustering is conducted for the parameter initialization. After the parameter initialization, the expectation-step (E-step) and maximization-step (M-step) are performed repeatedly to derive the parameters of the probability distribution. As shown in this figure, the likelihood estimation is performed by the E-step, and the parameters of the probability distribution are determined by the M-step. However, to perform GMM, it is necessary to determine the number of probability distributions to be estimated. Therefore, we designed a method of increasing the number of probability distributions until a certain threshold was reached, after calculating the ratio as the density of the probability distribution and the point cloud therein. Figure 15 shows an example of increasing the number of probability distributions. As shown in the figure on the left, when the number of probability distributions is one, the probability distribution is generated by the distribution of the entire point cloud. At this time, the ratio can be derived by calculating the density between the probability distribution and the point cloud. The equation is as follows. 
Equation (1) calculates the density between the probability distribution and the point cloud. First, to calculate the density, it is necessary to uniformize the distribution of point clouds. Therefore, we performed down sampling to distribute the point clouds at regular intervals using the grid filter prior to performing the GMM. v is the Eigen vector of the estimated probability distribution, and e is the length of probability distribution. We can derive the area of the probability distribution using 1 e Figure 14 . Pseudocode of the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm for Gaussian mixture modeling (GMM).
However, to perform GMM, it is necessary to determine the number of probability distributions to be estimated. Therefore, we designed a method of increasing the number of probability distributions until a certain threshold was reached, after calculating the ratio as the density of the probability distribution and the point cloud therein. Figure 15 shows an example of increasing the number of probability distributions. As shown in the figure on the left, when the number of probability distributions is one, the probability distribution is generated by the distribution of the entire point cloud. At this time, the ratio can be derived by calculating the density between the probability distribution and the point cloud. The equation is as follows.
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However, to perform GMM, it is necessary to determine the number of probability distributions to be estimated. Therefore, we designed a method of increasing the number of probability distributions until a certain threshold was reached, after calculating the ratio as the density of the probability distribution and the point cloud therein. Figure 15 shows an example of increasing the number of probability distributions. As shown in the figure on the left, when the number of probability distributions is one, the probability distribution is generated by the distribution of the entire point cloud. At this time, the ratio can be derived by calculating the density between the probability distribution and the point cloud. The equation is as follows. 
Equation (1) calculates the density between the probability distribution and the point cloud. First, to calculate the density, it is necessary to uniformize the distribution of point clouds. Therefore, we performed down sampling to distribute the point clouds at regular intervals using the grid filter prior Equation (1) calculates the density between the probability distribution and the point cloud. First, to calculate the density, it is necessary to uniformize the distribution of point clouds. Therefore, we performed down sampling to distribute the point clouds at regular intervals using the grid filter prior to performing the GMM. v is the Eigen vector of the estimated probability distribution, and e is the length of probability distribution. We can derive the area of the probability distribution using e 1 and e 2 . The density of the probability distribution (ρ PD ) is derived by dividing the square of (n), which is the inverse of the grid size, by the area of the probability distribution. Likewise, the density of the point cloud (ρ PC ) can be derived by dividing the number of point clouds in the probability distribution (N) by the area of the probability distribution. The ratio between the two densities (r) is calculated, and if it is less than the threshold, the number of probability distributions is increased until the condition is satisfied, as shown in Figure 15 . If all point clouds in the object satisfy the condition, the probability distribution estimation ends.
When the GMM is completed, the point cloud is converted into the probability distribution ( Figure 16 ). As shown in the figure, the road-marking point clouds were converted into the probability distributions with similar shapes. Likewise, complex shapes can be efficiently represented in probability distributions through the GMM.
Sensors 2020, 20, 1220 12 of 29 and 2 e . The density of the probability distribution ( PD ρ ) is derived by dividing the square of ( n ), which is the inverse of the grid size, by the area of the probability distribution. Likewise, the density of the point cloud ( PC ρ ) can be derived by dividing the number of point clouds in the probability distribution ( N ) by the area of the probability distribution. The ratio between the two densities ( r ) is calculated, and if it is less than the threshold, the number of probability distributions is increased until the condition is satisfied, as shown in Figure 15 . If all point clouds in the object satisfy the condition, the probability distribution estimation ends. When the GMM is completed, the point cloud is converted into the probability distribution ( Figure 16 ). As shown in the figure, the road-marking point clouds were converted into the probability distributions with similar shapes. Likewise, complex shapes can be efficiently represented in probability distributions through the GMM. When the generation of the probability distributions using the GMM is completed, overlapped probability distributions should be removed. Because the probability distributions generated above are determined according to the number of probability distributions, there is a possibility that another probability distribution overlaps within the probability distribution. If there is another probability distribution that overlaps with the generated probability distribution, unnecessary calculations may have to be performed when matching the map. In addition, the map size increases as the number of probability distributions increases. Figure 17 shows the pseudocode for the removal of the overlapped probability distributions. First, the Mahalanobis distance between two probability distributions ( ζ ) is derived, which is the distance between two points in terms of the ratio of standard deviation. Therefore, it is the most optimal parameter that can determine if a probability distribution exists in another probability distribution. If ζ is less than the threshold, it is determined that the mean of a probability distribution exists in another arbitrary probability distribution. At this time, the eigenvalues of the two probability distributions are derived. The eigenvalue refers to the size of covariance. Therefore, by comparing the eigenvalues of the two probability distributions, we can determine which probability distribution is larger. If the ratio of the eigenvalues between two probability distributions is greater than a certain threshold, the probability distribution of the smaller eigenvalue is removed. Through this process, smaller probability distributions existing in a probability distribution are eliminated. When the generation of the probability distributions using the GMM is completed, overlapped probability distributions should be removed. Because the probability distributions generated above are determined according to the number of probability distributions, there is a possibility that another probability distribution overlaps within the probability distribution. If there is another probability distribution that overlaps with the generated probability distribution, unnecessary calculations may have to be performed when matching the map. In addition, the map size increases as the number of probability distributions increases. Figure 17 shows the pseudocode for the removal of the overlapped probability distributions. First, the Mahalanobis distance between two probability distributions (ζ) is derived, which is the distance between two points in terms of the ratio of standard deviation. Therefore, it is the most optimal parameter that can determine if a probability distribution exists in another probability distribution. If ζ is less than the threshold, it is determined that the mean of a probability distribution exists in another arbitrary probability distribution. At this time, the eigenvalues of the two probability distributions are derived. The eigenvalue refers to the size of covariance. Therefore, by comparing the eigenvalues of the two probability distributions, we can determine which probability distribution is larger. If the ratio of the eigenvalues between two probability distributions is greater than a certain threshold, the probability distribution of the smaller eigenvalue is removed. Through this process, smaller probability distributions existing in a probability distribution are eliminated.
However, in addition to the above cases, there are overlapping probability distributions. To remove them, the Mahalanobis distance for the remaining probability distribution is calculated. If ζ is less than the threshold, the correlation coefficient of the two probability distributions (ρ) is derived. The correlation coefficient is a parameter representing the degree of correlation between the covariance variables, which can be used to find the direction of probability distribution. If the difference between the correlation coefficient of the two probability distributions is less than a certain threshold, it can be determined that the two probability distributions almost overlap. Through this process, the overlapped probability distributions are removed, resulting in the final map. However, in addition to the above cases, there are overlapping probability distributions. To remove them, the Mahalanobis distance for the remaining probability distribution is calculated. If ζ is less than the threshold, the correlation coefficient of the two probability distributions ( ρ ) is derived.
The correlation coefficient is a parameter representing the degree of correlation between the covariance variables, which can be used to find the direction of probability distribution. If the difference between the correlation coefficient of the two probability distributions is less than a certain threshold, it can be determined that the two probability distributions almost overlap. Through this process, the overlapped probability distributions are removed, resulting in the final map. Figure 18 shows the result of overlapped probability distribution removal. In Figure 18a , the smaller probability distribution inside a probability distribution is removed. In Figure 18b , the probability distributions overlap with each other. Even when the probability distributions are overlapping, they are removed using the correlation coefficients. Table 1 is an example of the FRPDM. As shown in this table, the type of probability distribution, the mean of the probability distribution ( x μ and y μ ), and the covariance elements of the probability distribution ( 2 σ x , σ xy and 2 σ y ) are stored in the map. As shown above, because there is little information stored in the map, the capacity required to generate the map is very small. The mean of the probability distribution is stored as the absolute position coordinates, based on the latitude and longitude, so that it can be used for any vehicle and the covariance of the probability distribution is stored as the ENU frame. Figure 18 shows the result of overlapped probability distribution removal. In Figure 18a , the smaller probability distribution inside a probability distribution is removed. In Figure 18b , the probability distributions overlap with each other. Even when the probability distributions are overlapping, they are removed using the correlation coefficients. Table 1 is an example of the FRPDM. As shown in this table, the type of probability distribution, the mean of the probability distribution (µ x and µ y ), and the covariance elements of the probability Sensors 2020, 20, 1220 14 of 30 distribution (σ x 2 , σ xy and σ y 2 ) are stored in the map. As shown above, because there is little information stored in the map, the capacity required to generate the map is very small. The mean of the probability distribution is stored as the absolute position coordinates, based on the latitude and longitude, so that it can be used for any vehicle and the covariance of the probability distribution is stored as the ENU frame. 
Index
Type 
Advantages of Using the FRPDM
The FRPDM has two advantages over other maps. The first is that the map size is extremely small, and the second is the ability to effectively represent objects of various sizes.
As shown in Table 1 in Section 2.3, the FRPDM stores only six elements in the map. The FRPDM has no fixed grid resolution, and the size of the probability distribution depends on the size of the object. Therefore, even large objects can be represented by one probability distribution without division, so the map size is very small compared to other maps. Table 2 shows a comparison of the map sizes per km. As shown in this table, the FRPDM is the smallest in size. The smaller the map size, the wider the area a map can cover. Therefore, it can be regarded as a suitable map when considering a vehicle moving over a large area. The FRPDM provides sufficient information for vehicle localization even when the map size is small. In the example shown in Table 2 , the multi-resolution Gaussian mixture map stores the height of the vertical structure as Gaussian mixture distributions. Therefore, if there are few buildings around, the localization performance is low, and the availability is low as well. It also has the largest size among the maps in Table 2 . In the case of a binary grid map, only binary information is included in the grid through the binarization process. Therefore, the map size is smaller than a general grid map. However, because the grid resolution must be small for precise localization, the basic map size is relatively large as compared to other maps. The extended line map is a map that stores road markings and vertical structures as lines. Because it only stores the node links of the lines, the map size is small. However, because of the nature of a line, only the length is expressed, which causes errors depending on the width of the object. The probability distribution map can express not only the length but also the width of objects using the mean and the covariance. Therefore, the localization performance may be the best when the shape of the object is similar to that of the probability distribution. However, the single resolution-based PDM expresses the shape of an object with a single Gaussian probability distribution, depending on the grid resolution. Therefore, if the shape of the object is complicated, it is impossible to express it properly with a large resolution. As the resolution decreases, the map size increases exponentially. In contrast, the FRPDM expresses an object with multiple probability distributions using the GMM. Because it does not have a fixed resolution, an object can have probability distributions of various sizes. Therefore, even complex shapes, such as road markings, can be effectively expressed, thereby improving the localization performance.
FRPDM-Based Precise Vehicle Localization Method
In this section, we explain the precise vehicle localization method using the FRPDM generated in Section 2. For the FRPDM, the size of the probability distribution depends on the size of the object without a fixed resolution, as described in Section 2. Consequently, because there are probability distributions of various sizes, it is possible to provide fast and precise map matching, unlike the traditional single resolution PDM, where the map matching speed and performance depend on the grid resolution. For the multi-resolution PDM, precise map matching is possible by matching probability distributions of multiple resolutions; however, the processing is slow because it must process all of the grid resolution. In contrast, the FRPDM performs map matching only once, so it can be processed quickly. Figure 19 shows the precise vehicle localization process based on the FRPDM. The sensors used for vehicle localization are the GPS/DR and the 3D LIDAR. Vehicle localization is performed through map matching between the FRPDM and the accumulated point clouds that are extracted by the road-marking and vertical structure extraction algorithms described in Section 2.2. Map matching is performed by the point-to-probability distribution scan matching and feature-point matching methods. The vehicle position and heading are estimated through the extended Kalman filter (EKF)-based navigation filter using the measurements acquired by map matching. When we start vehicle localization, the GPS/DR position is used for initial vehicle position. However, if the position error of the GPS/DR is large, map matching is very hard because sensor data cannot be associated with the map. To solve this problem, we perform error correction of the initial vehicle position for map matching when we start the vehicle localization process. object is complicated, it is impossible to express it properly with a large resolution. As the resolution decreases, the map size increases exponentially. In contrast, the FRPDM expresses an object with multiple probability distributions using the GMM. Because it does not have a fixed resolution, an object can have probability distributions of various sizes. Therefore, even complex shapes, such as road markings, can be effectively expressed, thereby improving the localization performance.
In this section, we explain the precise vehicle localization method using the FRPDM generated in Section 2. For the FRPDM, the size of the probability distribution depends on the size of the object without a fixed resolution, as described in Section 2. Consequently, because there are probability distributions of various sizes, it is possible to provide fast and precise map matching, unlike the traditional single resolution PDM, where the map matching speed and performance depend on the grid resolution. For the multi-resolution PDM, precise map matching is possible by matching probability distributions of multiple resolutions; however, the processing is slow because it must process all of the grid resolution. In contrast, the FRPDM performs map matching only once, so it can be processed quickly. Figure 19 shows the precise vehicle localization process based on the FRPDM. The sensors used for vehicle localization are the GPS/DR and the 3D LIDAR. Vehicle localization is performed through map matching between the FRPDM and the accumulated point clouds that are extracted by the roadmarking and vertical structure extraction algorithms described in Section 2.2. Map matching is performed by the point-to-probability distribution scan matching and feature-point matching methods. The vehicle position and heading are estimated through the extended Kalman filter (EKF)based navigation filter using the measurements acquired by map matching. When we start vehicle localization, the GPS/DR position is used for initial vehicle position. However, if the position error of the GPS/DR is large, map matching is very hard because sensor data cannot be associated with the map. To solve this problem, we perform error correction of the initial vehicle position for map matching when we start the vehicle localization process. 
Map Matching Algorithm
In the case of the FRPDM, the grid resolution is not fixed, unlike the single resolution PDM or multi-resolution PDM. Therefore, a new algorithm is required for point-to-probability distribution scan matching. In this study, we propose a data association method between point and probability distribution for scan matching based on the FRPDM. In addition, we propose feature point map matching based on probability distribution. Using data association of the point-to-probability Figure 19 . Flowchart of the precise vehicle localization process based on the FRPDM.
In the case of the FRPDM, the grid resolution is not fixed, unlike the single resolution PDM or multi-resolution PDM. Therefore, a new algorithm is required for point-to-probability distribution scan matching. In this study, we propose a data association method between point and probability distribution for scan matching based on the FRPDM. In addition, we propose feature point map matching based on probability distribution. Using data association of the point-to-probability distribution process, we can transform the point cloud to a probability distribution. After that, we perform data association between the probability distribution of the map and that of the point cloud. As a result, we can extract feature points that match the probability distribution of the map.
The measurements for vehicle localization are obtained by matching the FRPDM with the point clouds of the road markings and vertical structures extracted by the 3D LIDAR. However, there may not be sufficient information for map matching using only the point clouds at the current time. Because the road markings are painted on the road, only some of the road markings may be extracted when there are many obstacles around, such as the vehicles during a traffic jam. In addition, because the 3D LIDAR has a wide interval between vertical layers, information for longitudinal estimation is relatively insufficient. Therefore, the point cloud of the previous time point is accumulated using the sliding window method to compensate for the insufficient longitudinal information [31] . probability distributions in a grid, the FRPDM does not have a fixed grid, and a data association process is required for matching between the point and the probability distribution.
Data association is performed through the process shown in Figure 22 . For data association, the probability distributions of the same type as the point are found, where the type means whether the probability distribution of the map is a road marking or a vertical structure. After finding the probability distribution of the matching type in the map, the Euclidian distance between the point and the probability distribution is derived. The Euclidian distance is the actual distance between two points, which gives the distance between the point and the mean of the probability distribution. By comparing the Euclidean distances, we can find the nearest probability distribution. However, even if the actual distance is less, the probability distribution may not match with the actual point because the magnitude of each probability distribution is different. Therefore, the Mahalanobis distance ( MH d )
between the point and the probability distribution found by the Euclidean distance is derived. As explained in Section 2.3, the Mahalanobis distance confirms whether a point is included in the probability distribution. However, even though the actual point and the probability distribution coincide because of a localization error, the point may exist outside the probability distribution. Therefore, ROI Σ is added as the region of interest (ROI) to the covariance of the probability distribution to derive MH d . As a result, if MH d is less than the threshold, the probability distribution that matches is finally found. Figure 21 shows the pseudocode of the point-to-probability distribution scan matching. The point-to-probability distribution scan matching obtains the score and the Jacobian function between the point and the probability distribution and then derives the optimal state variables through nonlinear optimization (like the conventional NDT scan matching [15, 16, 19] ), where the state variables, (x), are the results of error correction through scan matching between the map and the point cloud. However, unlike the NDT scan matching, which can be directly matched with probability distributions in a grid, the FRPDM does not have a fixed grid, and a data association process is required for matching between the point and the probability distribution.
Data association is performed through the process shown in Figure 22 . For data association, the probability distributions of the same type as the point are found, where the type means whether the probability distribution of the map is a road marking or a vertical structure. After finding the probability distribution of the matching type in the map, the Euclidian distance between the point and the probability distribution is derived. The Euclidian distance is the actual distance between two points, which gives the distance between the point and the mean of the probability distribution. By comparing the Euclidean distances, we can find the nearest probability distribution. However, even if the actual distance is less, the probability distribution may not match with the actual point because the magnitude of each probability distribution is different. Therefore, the Mahalanobis distance (d MH ) between the point and the probability distribution found by the Euclidean distance is derived. As explained in Section 2.3, the Mahalanobis distance confirms whether a point is included in the probability distribution. However, even though the actual point and the probability distribution coincide because of a localization error, the point may exist outside the probability distribution. Therefore, Σ ROI is added as the region of interest (ROI) to the covariance of the probability distribution to derive d MH . As a result, if d MH is less than the threshold, the probability distribution that matches is finally found. Once we obtain the probability distribution corresponding to the point through data association, we can derive the score and the Jacobian between the point and the probability distribution. 
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Equation (2) is used to derive the score and the Jacobian between the point and the probability distribution [15] . The score between the matched point and the probability distribution ( ( , ) S p m ) is derived through data association. The Jacobian ( ( , ) J p m ) is derived by the partial differentiation of the score. Once we obtain the probability distribution corresponding to the point through data association, we can derive the score and the Jacobian between the point and the probability distribution. 
Equation (2) is used to derive the score and the Jacobian between the point and the probability distribution [15] . The score between the matched point and the probability distribution ( ( , ) S p m ) is derived through data association. The Jacobian ( ( , ) J p m ) is derived by the partial differentiation of the score. Once we obtain the probability distribution corresponding to the point through data association, we can derive the score and the Jacobian between the point and the probability distribution.
Equation (2) is used to derive the score and the Jacobian between the point and the probability distribution [15] . The score between the matched point and the probability distribution (S(p, m)) is derived through data association. The Jacobian (J(p, m) ) is derived by the partial differentiation of the score.
Equation (3) generates the score function (S(x)) and the Jacobian function (J(x)) using the score and the Jacobian derived for each point and derives the result (δ(x)) using the Levenberg-Marquadt optimization method [19] . The Levenberg-Marquardt optimization method converges faster than the Gauss-Newton method used for the general NDT scan matching and finds the optimal solution more reliably. This reduces the processing speed by finding solutions through fewer iterations. Therefore, the point-to-probability distribution scan matching was performed using the Levenberg-Marquadt optimization method. Figure 23 shows the result of point-to-probability distribution scan matching. We generate the single resolution PDM (2 m) and the FRPDM based on a reference point cloud. We perform map matching between initial point cloud and probability distribution using the single resolution PDM and the FRPDM. As shown in Figure 23 , when scan matching is performed using the single resolution PDM, the error between reference point cloud and scan matching result is larger than that between the reference point cloud and the initial point cloud. In contrast, the scan matching result using the FRPDM almost matches the reference point cloud. The FRPDM can similarly express complicated shapes of point cloud using multiple probability distributions. However, the single resolution PDM has only one probability distribution in the grid. Therefore, the complicated shape of the point cloud cannot be represented by the probability distribution properly. As a result, scan matching is not good because the correlation between the point cloud and probability distribution is ambiguous.
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Equation (3) generates the score function ( ( ) S x ) and the Jacobian function ( ( ) J x ) using the score and the Jacobian derived for each point and derives the result ( ( ) x δ ) using the Levenberg-Marquadt optimization method [19] . The Levenberg-Marquardt optimization method converges faster than the Gauss-Newton method used for the general NDT scan matching and finds the optimal solution more reliably. This reduces the processing speed by finding solutions through fewer iterations. Therefore, the point-to-probability distribution scan matching was performed using the Levenberg-Marquadt optimization method. Figure 23 shows the result of point-to-probability distribution scan matching. We generate the single resolution PDM (2 m) and the FRPDM based on a reference point cloud. We perform map matching between initial point cloud and probability distribution using the single resolution PDM and the FRPDM. As shown in Figure 23 , when scan matching is performed using the single resolution PDM, the error between reference point cloud and scan matching result is larger than that between the reference point cloud and the initial point cloud. In contrast, the scan matching result using the FRPDM almost matches the reference point cloud. The FRPDM can similarly express complicated shapes of point cloud using multiple probability distributions. However, the single resolution PDM has only one probability distribution in the grid. Therefore, the complicated shape of the point cloud cannot be represented by the probability distribution properly. As a result, scan matching is not good because the correlation between the point cloud and probability distribution is ambiguous. Other than the point-to-probability distribution scan matching, the measurements for vehicle localization can be derived through the feature-point matching using the FRPDM. For using the feature-point matching, we need to define the feature-point. The feature-point used in this study was the mean of the probability distribution, and data association was performed using the covariance. For the data association between the FRPDM and the point clouds, the point clouds need to be converted into probability distributions. Figure 24 shows an example of the point cloud to probability distribution conversion. As shown on the left, point cloud matching with the probability distribution of the map can be found through the point-to-probability distribution data association. Then, the matched point cloud is converted to a probability distribution, as shown on the right, to enable data association with the probability distribution of the map.
The data association between probability distributions was performed as shown in Figure 25 . There are three parameters for data association between probability distributions: the distance, the Other than the point-to-probability distribution scan matching, the measurements for vehicle localization can be derived through the feature-point matching using the FRPDM. For using the feature-point matching, we need to define the feature-point. The feature-point used in this study was the mean of the probability distribution, and data association was performed using the covariance. For the data association between the FRPDM and the point clouds, the point clouds need to be converted into probability distributions. Figure 24 shows an example of the point cloud to probability distribution conversion. As shown on the left, point cloud matching with the probability distribution of the map can be found through the point-to-probability distribution data association. Then, the matched point cloud is converted to a probability distribution, as shown on the right, to enable data association with the probability distribution of the map.
Sensors 2020, 20, 1220 19 of 29 correlation coefficient, and the eigenvalue between the probability distributions. The distance between probability distributions was derived using the mean of the probability distributions. The correlation coefficient and the eigenvalue were derived using covariance. The correlation coefficient and the eigenvalue indicate the direction and magnitude of the covariance, respectively. Therefore, this can be used to determine the similarity between two probability distributions. In addition, the distances between the probability distributions were compared to minimize errors that may be caused by incorrect data association. 
Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) Configuration
In this section, we explain how to estimate vehicle position and the heading, using the navigation filter configuration [32] based on the EKF. To use the EKF, the state and input vector need to be defined.
[ ]
Equation (4) defines the state and the input vector. The vehicle position in the ENU frame is denoted by t x and t y . t θ is the heading of the vehicle. The input vector is the increment of the position and the heading of the GPS/DR. The time update using the state and the input vector is as follows. 
In Equation (5), the state of the vehicle is updated using the increment of the GPS/DR. The data association between probability distributions was performed as shown in Figure 25 . There are three parameters for data association between probability distributions: the distance, the correlation coefficient, and the eigenvalue between the probability distributions. The distance between probability distributions was derived using the mean of the probability distributions. The correlation coefficient and the eigenvalue were derived using covariance. The correlation coefficient and the eigenvalue indicate the direction and magnitude of the covariance, respectively. Therefore, this can be used to determine the similarity between two probability distributions. In addition, the distances between the probability distributions were compared to minimize errors that may be caused by incorrect data association.
Sensors 2020, 20, 1220 20 of 30 Equation (4) defines the state and the input vector. The vehicle position in the ENU frame is denoted by x t and y t . θ t is the heading of the vehicle. The input vector is the increment of the position and the heading of the GPS/DR. The time update using the state and the input vector is as follows.
In Equation (5), the state of the vehicle is updated using the increment of the GPS/DR.
Equation (6) defines the measurement for the measurement update. Measurement z can be obtained by state X i and the FRPDM m using point-to-probability distribution scan matching and feature-point matching. First, the point-to-probability distribution scan matching is performed based on the position and heading predicted by the time update. As a result, we can derive the corrected position and heading from scan matching, which are used as measurement. Another measurement is the range and bearing between the feature points and the position and heading predicted by the time update. x i and y i are mean of the point cloud probability distribution. Using x i and y i , we can derive i-th range (r i ) and bearing (β i ) between probability distribution and predicted vehicle position and heading.
In Equation (7), H is the observation matrix for the measurement update, where the observation matrix is derived using the Jacobian calculated by the partial differentiation of all measurements into the state. As described in [8] , for the observability of the measurement update, the state estimation can be performed even with only one feature point. In this study, in addition to the feature point, the error correction of the vehicle derived by the point-to-probability distribution scan matching was obtained. Therefore, the vehicle localization can be performed even when there are no feature points.
Equation (8) is the measurement update process, where y t is the residual between the measurement and the predicted state. The state and the covariance (P) are updated by the Kalman gain (K).
Error Correction of Initial Vehicle Position Using the FRPDM
For vehicle localization using a map, an initial position for map matching must be determined. Initial position is the position where the vehicle localization process begins. Generally, the initial position is set based on the position of the GPS/DR. However, in urban areas, map matching may not be performed properly because the position error of the GPS/DR tends to be very large. Figure 26 shows the error of the GPS/DR in urban areas. The GPS/DR used was a commercial sensor Micro-Infinite CruzCore DS6200. The ground truth is the map trajectory derived from pose graph optimization in Section 2.1. As shown in the Figure 26 , in urban areas, big errors tend to occur because of blockage by buildings or multipath. Therefore, it is necessary to correct the vehicle position error for precise map matching. Generally, in the case of vehicle localization using a map, map matching is difficult when the initial position error is large. This is because the chance of proper matching during the data association process is low when the sensor data are far from the map data. In this study, we performed error correction of the initial vehicle position through scan matching using probability distributions of vertical structures. Because the vertical structures tend to be far from one another, it is easy to perform data association. In addition, the outer walls of buildings are usually long. Therefore, the convergence is fast, even if the error is large. Thus, even if the GPS/DR error is large, error correction is possible.
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For vehicle localization using a map, an initial position for map matching must be determined. Initial position is the position where the vehicle localization process begins. Generally, the initial position is set based on the position of the GPS/DR. However, in urban areas, map matching may not be performed properly because the position error of the GPS/DR tends to be very large. Figure 26 shows the error of the GPS/DR in urban areas. The GPS/DR used was a commercial sensor Micro-Infinite CruzCore DS6200. The ground truth is the map trajectory derived from pose graph optimization in Section 2.1. As shown in the Figure 26 , in urban areas, big errors tend to occur because of blockage by buildings or multipath. Therefore, it is necessary to correct the vehicle position error for precise map matching. Generally, in the case of vehicle localization using a map, map matching is difficult when the initial position error is large. This is because the chance of proper matching during the data association process is low when the sensor data are far from the map data. In this study, we performed error correction of the initial vehicle position through scan matching using probability distributions of vertical structures. Because the vertical structures tend to be far from one another, it is easy to perform data association. In addition, the outer walls of buildings are usually long. Therefore, the convergence is fast, even if the error is large. Thus, even if the GPS/DR error is large, error correction is possible. Figure 27 shows an example of the map matching result when the initial position error is large. Specifically, panel (a) shows the result of the error correction with the single-resolution PDM in the 2 m resolution, and panel (b) shows the result of the error correction with the FRPDM. The initial error between the point cloud and the PDM is 10 m for each of the x and y axes. As shown in this figure, because the initial position error is larger than the grid resolution in (a), no matching is made between the point cloud and the probability distribution, so the error cannot be corrected. Therefore, it can be seen that the initial point clouds and the matching results overlap. Conversely, the initial position error is corrected by matching the point clouds and the probability distributions through the data association in panel (b). As described, the initial position error can be corrected through matching with a large size of probability distribution as that of a vertical structure. Figure 28 shows the flowchart of error correction of the vehicle position. First, the approximate position is estimated by performing scan matching between the point clouds and the probability distributions of the vertical structures. Next, position estimation is performed more precisely through Figure 27 shows an example of the map matching result when the initial position error is large. Specifically, panel (a) shows the result of the error correction with the single-resolution PDM in the 2 m resolution, and panel (b) shows the result of the error correction with the FRPDM. The initial error between the point cloud and the PDM is 10 m for each of the x and y axes. As shown in this figure, because the initial position error is larger than the grid resolution in (a), no matching is made between the point cloud and the probability distribution, so the error cannot be corrected. Therefore, it can be seen that the initial point clouds and the matching results overlap. Conversely, the initial position error is corrected by matching the point clouds and the probability distributions through the data association in panel (b). As described, the initial position error can be corrected through matching with a large size of probability distribution as that of a vertical structure.
Sensors 2020, 20, 1220 22 of 29 position occurred up to about 3 m. Considering that the vehicle position is estimated within 3 m, it can be confirmed that error correction of the initial position can be performed using the FRPDM, despite the large position error. 
Experimental Results
The experiment was performed in the same urban area depicted in Figure 4 and we drove two laps to get the vehicle trajectory. The approximate length of the vehicle trajectory was 5 km. In this Figure 28 shows the flowchart of error correction of the vehicle position. First, the approximate position is estimated by performing scan matching between the point clouds and the probability distributions of the vertical structures. Next, position estimation is performed more precisely through scan matching between the point clouds and the probability distributions of the road markings. However, in most cases, as shown in Figure 26 , the initial position error is large, so it is necessary to check whether the position is properly estimated. Therefore, the position estimation result was judged by the ratio between the total point clouds, and the point clouds matched through the data association process in Figure 22 . 
The experiment was performed in the same urban area depicted in Figure 4 and we drove two laps to get the vehicle trajectory. The approximate length of the vehicle trajectory was 5 km. In this 
The experiment was performed in the same urban area depicted in Figure 4 and we drove two laps to get the vehicle trajectory. The approximate length of the vehicle trajectory was 5 km. In this paper, localization was performed by post-processing to verify the performance using all LIDAR data (10 Hz). Figure 30 shows the experimental configuration. Where panel (a) is the vehicle platform and panel (b) is the 3D LIDAR specification.
Sensors 2020, 20, 1220 23 of 29 paper, localization was performed by post-processing to verify the performance using all LIDAR data (10 Hz). Figure 30 shows the experimental configuration. Where panel (a) is the vehicle platform and panel (b) is the 3D LIDAR specification. Two cases were compared to confirm the experimental results. One is the case of comparing the vehicle localization results using the single resolution PDM, multi-resolution PDM, and the FRPDM. The other was the case of comparing the vehicle localization using only the point-to-probability distribution scan matching, and the vehicle localization using both the point-to-probability distribution scan matching and the feature-point-based map matching. We analyzed the performance and reliability of vehicle localization using the FRPDM through the two cases of comparisons above. Figures 31 and 32 show the position and heading errors according to the map types. Only the scan matching measurement was used for vehicle localization. In the case of vehicle localization using the single resolution PDM, a large error occurred within a specific section. The reason was that the error occurred during the time update, and it was not corrected properly. As explained in Section 3.2, the increment of the GPS/DR was used for the time update. However, if the measurement obtained through map matching fails to correct the increment error, the increment error accumulates, and the position error increases. Figure 33 shows the GPS/DR increment error. As shown in this figure, a large position error of the vehicle localization using the single resolution PDM occurred when a large GPS/DR increment error occurred. Therefore, it is difficult to correct a large error by map matching when using the single resolution PDM, which has small grid resolution. In particular, when the grid resolution is 1 m, it takes a long time to correct the large error because the single resolution PDM cannot match the point Two cases were compared to confirm the experimental results. One is the case of comparing the vehicle localization results using the single resolution PDM, multi-resolution PDM, and the FRPDM. The other was the case of comparing the vehicle localization using only the point-to-probability distribution scan matching, and the vehicle localization using both the point-to-probability distribution scan matching and the feature-point-based map matching. We analyzed the performance and reliability of vehicle localization using the FRPDM through the two cases of comparisons above. Figures 31 and 32 show the position and heading errors according to the map types. Only the scan matching measurement was used for vehicle localization. In the case of vehicle localization using the single resolution PDM, a large error occurred within a specific section. The reason was that the error occurred during the time update, and it was not corrected properly. As explained in Section 3.2, the increment of the GPS/DR was used for the time update. However, if the measurement obtained through map matching fails to correct the increment error, the increment error accumulates, and the position error increases. Figure 36 shows the map matching results. Panel (a) shows only the case of scan matching and panel (b) shows the case of scan matching and the feature-point matching together. The blue circle is the ground truth, and the blue star shows the estimated vehicle position. As shown in this figure, the error generated during the scan matching is corrected through the feature-point matching as shown in panel (b). Therefore, using scan matching and the feature-point matching together enables more precise and robust vehicle localization. Figure 33 shows the GPS/DR increment error. As shown in this figure, a large position error of the vehicle localization using the single resolution PDM occurred when a large GPS/DR increment error occurred. Therefore, it is difficult to correct a large error by map matching when using the single resolution PDM, which has small grid resolution. In particular, when the grid resolution is 1 m, it takes a long time to correct the large error because the single resolution PDM cannot match the point and the probability distribution properly if the error is larger than the grid resolution. In contrast, for the FRPDM, even if a large error occurs, the error can be corrected through map matching with a large size of probability distribution. Table 3 shows the comparison of localization performances among the five types of maps. The grid resolutions of single resolution PDM are 1, 2, and 4 m. Multi-resolution PDM-based vehicle localization is performed for sequential scan matching from the PDM with the largest grid resolution (4 m) to the smallest grid resolution (1 m). As shown in Table 3 , in the case of single resolution PDM, the smaller the grid resolution, the higher the RMSE. As shown in Figure 33 , if the GPS/DR increment error is large, it is difficult to correct by map matching when grid resolution is small. However, the larger the grid resolution, the worse the matching performance because probability distribution cannot represent the shape of the object properly. In the case of the FRPDM, RMSE and 99% confidence level error of position are smaller than the single resolution PDM. In addition, the position errors of lateral and longitudinal directions must be 0.5 m and 1 m, respectively, at a 95% confidence level for safe autonomous driving. The FRPDM satisfies the condition at 99% confidence level. However, as shown in Table 3 , the multi-resolution PDM has the best performance for vehicle localization. The multi-resolution PDM performs scan matching sequentially from the PDM with large grid resolution to small grid resolution. Therefore, it is possible to solve the problem of matching performance according to grid resolution, which is a disadvantage of scan matching using the single resolution PDM. As a result, even if the position error is large, error correction is possible using a PDM with large grid resolution, and precise map matching is possible using a PDM with small grid resolution. However, as shown in Table 4 , the multi-resolution PDM has the longest processing time compared to other map types because the multi-resolution PDM is required for scan matching for each grid resolution PDM. In addition, we need to store all of the PDM for each grid resolution. In contrast, the FRPDM performs scan matching only once. In addition, unlike the single resolution PDM, the probability distribution size is variable. Therefore, we can derive fast and precise map matching results using the FRPDM. 35 show the positions and the heading errors when only scan matching is used and when scan matching and feature points are used together. As shown in Table 5 , using the scan matching and the feature point together demonstrated a better performance to correct the position error in both lateral and longitudinal directions. The heading error was the smallest when using both scan matching and feature points as well. In both cases, the position estimation condition for an autonomous vehicle was satisfied to within a 99% confidence level. However, the reliability of using the feature point was a little higher. When we used the scan matching and the feature-point matching together, errors generated during the scan matching can be corrected by the feature-point measurement. As a result, localization performance is better. Figure 36 shows the map matching results. Panel (a) shows only the case of scan matching and panel (b) shows the case of scan matching and the feature-point matching together. The blue circle is the ground truth, and the blue star shows the estimated vehicle position. As shown in this figure, the error generated during the scan matching is corrected through the feature-point matching as shown in panel (b). Therefore, using scan matching and the feature-point matching together enables more precise and robust vehicle localization. Table 6 shows the processing time of vehicle localization using the FRPDM. The algorithm was run based on MATLAB and processed using the CPU only. The CPU was an Intel Core i7-7700 @ 3.60 GHz, and the RAM size was 16 GB. As shown in Table 5 , the map matching processing time was 37 ms, indicating that map matching was performed very quickly. The map matching processing time includes the point-to-probability distribution scan matching time, the feature-point matching time, and the EKF execution time. The extraction processing time for the road-marking and vertical structure extraction was 146 ms, so the total processing time was 183 ms. Given that the scan cycle of the 3D LIDAR is 10 Hz, all data cannot be processed in real time on the current algorithm. However, because it was confirmed that map matching can be processed very quickly, accurate and robust vehicle localization is possible in real time, if the point cloud extraction can be processed quickly. 
Conclusions
In this study, we propose FRPDM generation and the FRPDM-based precise vehicle localization method using 3D LIDAR. The FRPDM was generated to be a very small size (61 KB/km). Because it includes road-marking and vertical structure information, it is easily available in urban areas. In addition, because it is a free-resolution map, with no limitation in resolution, small and large probability distributions are included in the same map. Therefore, the convergence is faster than the general point-to-probability distribution scan matching, and the method can perform accurate Table 6 shows the processing time of vehicle localization using the FRPDM. The algorithm was run based on MATLAB and processed using the CPU only. The CPU was an Intel Core i7-7700 @ 3.60 GHz, and the RAM size was 16 GB. As shown in Table 5 , the map matching processing time was 37 ms, indicating that map matching was performed very quickly. The map matching processing time includes the point-to-probability distribution scan matching time, the feature-point matching time, and the EKF execution time. The extraction processing time for the road-marking and vertical structure extraction was 146 ms, so the total processing time was 183 ms. Given that the scan cycle of the 3D LIDAR is 10 Hz, all data cannot be processed in real time on the current algorithm. However, because it was confirmed that map matching can be processed very quickly, accurate and robust vehicle localization is possible in real time, if the point cloud extraction can be processed quickly. 
In this study, we propose FRPDM generation and the FRPDM-based precise vehicle localization method using 3D LIDAR. The FRPDM was generated to be a very small size (61 KB/km). Because it includes road-marking and vertical structure information, it is easily available in urban areas. In addition, because it is a free-resolution map, with no limitation in resolution, small and large probability distributions are included in the same map. Therefore, the convergence is faster than the general point-to-probability distribution scan matching, and the method can perform accurate position estimation. In addition, even if the initial position error is large, map matching is possible through data association using the large size of probability distributions. As a result, error correction of the initial vehicle position is possible. As a result of the FRPDM-based vehicle localization, the RMS position error for the lateral and longitudinal directions are 0.057 m and 0.178 m, respectively. In addition, the RMS heading error is 0.281 • . These results satisfy the localization accuracy requirements for autonomous driving. In addition, it is confirmed that the average of the map matching time is 37 ms. As a result, we can estimate the precise and reliable vehicle localization results very quickly using the FRPDM.
As proposed in this study, we generated a new type of map called the FRPDM and confirmed that robust and precise vehicle localization is possible using the FRPDM. In the future, research on map generation and localization in more areas is required. 
